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NETWORKED SYSTEM FOR INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATION
REMOTE MONITORING OF INDIVIDUALS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to communication system.«* remote monitoring o, individuals and/or remote data c Uec t on"viduals, and in particular to a network
remotely monitoring individuals and/or collecting data fromxndxvxduals and for communicating information to the individualsthrough the use of script programs.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

health

Uni

H

ed Stat6S al°ne
'

°Ver 100 milli°n Pe°ple chronichealth conditions, accounting for an estimated $700 billion inannual medical casts. X„ an effort to control these medical

health
^ healthCare Pr°ViderS have initi^ed outpatient or home-a thcare programs for their patients. The potential benefits

"
these programs are particularly great for chronically ill patlen

°

swho must treat their diseases on a daily basis. However
"

euccess of these programs is dependent upon the ability of thehealthcare providers to monitor the patients remotely to avert-dxcax problems before they become complicated and costlyUnfortunatel no convenient ^ CQst effect
.

ve
exists for the patients who have the greatest need fo.
the poor and the elderly.

m°nito^<

Prior attempts to monitor patients remotely have included the useof Personal computers and modems to establish communicationbetween patients and healthcare providers. However, computers aretoo expensxve to give away and the patients who already own
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computers are only a small fraction of the total population.

Further, the patients who own computers are typically young, well

educated, and have good healthcare coverage. Thus, these patients

do not have the. greatest unmet medical needs. The patients who

have the greatest unmet medical needs are the poor and elderly who

do not own computers or who are unfamiliar with their use.

Similar attempts to establish communication between patients and

• healthcare providers have included the use of the Internet and

internet terminals . Although internet terminals are somewhat less

costly than personal computers, they are still too expensive to

give away to patients. Moreover, monthly on-line access charges

are prohibitive for poor patients.

„i Other attempts to monitor patients remotely have included the use

of medical monitoring devices with built-in modems. Examples of

such monitoring devices include blood glucose meters, respiratory

flowmeters, and heart rate monitors. Unfortunately, these

monitoring devices are only designed to collect physiological data

20 from the patients. They do not allow flexible and dynamic

querying. of the patients for other information, such as quality of

life measures or psycho-social variables of illness.

Prior attempts to monitor patients remotely have also included the

25 use of interactive telephone or video response systems. Such

interactive systems are disclosed in U.S. Patents 5,390,238 issued

to Kirk et al. on February 14, 1995, 5,434,611 issued to Tamura on

July 18, 1995, and 5,441,047 issued to David et al. on August 15,

1995. One disadvantage of these systems is that they either

30 require a patient to call in to a central facility to be monitored

or require the central facility to call the patient according to a

rigid monitoring schedule.

If the patients are required to call the central facility, only

35 the compliant patients will actually call regularly to be

monitored. Non-compliant patients will typically wait until an

emergency situation develops, before contacting their healthcare

provider, thus defeating the purpose of the monitoring system. If

the central facility calls each patient according to a monitoring
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schedule, it is intrusive to the patient • s life and resistant ,the monitoring grows over time.
resistance to

Another disadvantage of these conventional interactive n5 18 th9t ^ expens™^™6

patients. Further ^ -i^ . ^ or
*urtner, it is difficult to identify each natier^

generally lncapaDla of collecting da ^ _
- -n~r—-~

.

OBJECTS Aim ADVANTAGES OF THE INVEHTIOB

P cients and for cornnunicating information to the . .

flexible and dynamo drying of the patients, it is „ f ,object of the invention to provide . wMch ^12™"

» -He Id
"""" " " Pr°Vide

* — <V«- «nichay Be used at any time convenient for a patient.

nsideration of the ensuing description and theaccompanying drawinos.'
30

accompanying drawings

.

SUMMARY

The invention presents a networked system for rPmn^i
an individual snH f

syscem tor remotely monitoring

The system inc1 ri

"""^ inf<™tion to the individual

inr™ si;

a

f

server and a remote interface

The serveT" prel m""""" " * * ^-idual.
connection ^T^aTT^ *~ * * ™
interface s T SerVer and the

oil ed £ th T 3 ~* «™ ^al-ted to the web server via the internet. The system also
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includes a remotely programmable apparatus for interacting with

the individual. The apparatus is connected to the server via a

communication network, preferably the Internet. The apparatus

interacts with the individual in accordance with a script program

5 received from the server.

The server includes a script generator for generating the. script

program from the queries entered through the remote interface.

The script program is executable by the apparatus to communicate

the queries to the individual, to receive responses to the

queries, and to transmit the responses from the apparatus to the

server. The server also includes a database connected to the

script generator for storing the script program and the' responses

to the queries.

10

15

The apparatus has a communication device, such as a modem, for

receiving the script program from the server and for transmitting

the responses to the server. The apparatus also has a user

interface for communicating the queries to the individual and for

•20 receiving the responses to the queries. In the preferred

embodiment, the user interface includes a display for displaying

the queries and user input buttons for entering the responses to

the queries. In an alternative embodiment, the user interface

includes a speech synthesizer, for audibly communicating the

25 queries and a speech recognizer for receiving spoken responses to

the queries.

The apparatus also includes a memory for storing the script

program and the responses to the queries. The apparatus further

includes a microprocessor connected to the communication device,

the user interface, and the memory. The microprocessor executes

the script program to communicate the queries to the individual,

to receive the. responses to the queries, and to transmit the

responses to the server through the communication network.

30

35

40

In the preferred embodiment, the system also includes at least one

monitoring device for producing measurements of a physiological

condition of the individual and for transmitting the measurements

to the apparatus. The apparatus further includes a device

interface connected to the microprocessor for receiving the

4
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measurements from the monitoring device. The measurements are \
stored in the memory and transmitted to the server with the
responses to the queries. The server also preferably includes a .

report generator connected to the database for generating a reportof the measurements and responses. The report is displayed on theremote interface.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

) FIG. 1

FIG. 2

is a block diagram of a networked system according to a
preferred embodiment of the invention,
is a block diagram illustrating the interaction of the
components of the system of FIG. 1.

FTP *

is a perspective view of a remotely programmable
apparatus, of the system of FIG. 1..

FIG.
4 is a block diagram illustrating the components of the

apparatus of FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is a script entry screen according tQ preferred

embodiment of the invention.
FIG- 6A is a listing of a sample script program according to the

preferred embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 6B is a continuation of the listing of FIG. 6A.
FIG. 7 .

is a script assignment screen according to the preferred
embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8 is a sample query appearing on a display of the
apparatus of FIG . 3

.

FIG. 9 is a sample prompt appearing on the display of the
apparatus of FIG . 3

.

FIG. 10 is a sample report displayed on a workstation of the
system of FIG. 1.

FIG. 11A is a flow chart illustrating the steps included in a
monitoring application executed by the server of FIG 1

Fir 11n

aCC°rding t0 the Inferred embodiment of the' invention.«- f 11B is a continuation of the flow chart of FIG. 11A
FIG. 12A is a flow chart illustrating the steps included 'in the

script program of FIGS. 6A - 6B.
FIG. 12B is a continuation of the flow chart of FIG. 12A.FIG. 13 is a perspective view of a remotely programmable

apparatus according to a second embodiment of the
invention.

5
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FIG. 14 is a sample prompt appearing on a display of the

apparatus of FIG . 13 -

FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating the components of the

apparatus of FIG. 13.

5 FIG 16 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the

interaction of the server of FIG. 1 with the apparatus

of FIG. 3 according to a third embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 17 is a first sample message appearing on the display of

the apparatus of FIG. 3.

FIG. 18 is a second sample message appearing on the display of

the apparatus of FIG .
3

.

FIG. 19 is a script entry screen according to the third

embodiment of the invention.

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The invention presents a system and method for remotely monitoring

individuals and for' communicating information to the individuals,

in a preferred embodiment of the invention, the individuals are

patients and the system is used to collect data relating to the

health status of the patients. However, it is to be understood

that the invention is not limited to remote patient monitoring.

The system and method of the invention may be used for any type of

remote monitoring application. The invention may also be

implemented as an automated messaging system for communicating

. j * -j^-i^ will be discussed in an alternative
information to individuals, as will De

embodiment below.

A preferred embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIGS. 1

- 12. Referring to FIG. 1, a networked system 16 includes a

server 18 and a workstation 20 connected to server 18 through a

communication network 24. Server 18 is preferably a world wide

web server and communication network 24 is preferably the

Internet. It will be apparent to one skilled in the art that

server 18 may comprise a single stand-alone computer or multiple

computers distributed throughout a network. Workstation 20 is

preferably a personal computer, remote terminal, web TV unit, Palm

Pilot unit, interactive voice response system, or any other

communication technique connected to server 18 via the Internet.
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s"a00 20 fUnCtiOnS 35 3 rem°te"~ «" entering in '

server „ messages and queries to be corticated to the patients

S ZlTJ
6 inClUd6S f±rSC SeC°nd rem°tely Programmableapparatuses 26 and 32 for monitoring first and second patientsrespectively. Each apparatus is des±gned t<> ^patient in accordance with script programs received from server18. Each apparatus is in communication with server 18 throuahcommunication network 24, preferably the Internet Jl

- .each apparatus may be placed in comlunicatloT th 3 ^7^'
networks, or any other network which allows each apparatus toexchange data with server 18. For clarity of illuftration ,two apparatuses are shown in FIG. 1 it is to be u h

» system U may include any number of "JLTtullj^^-
number of patients.

monitoring any

in the preferred embodiment, each patient to be monitored is ,1Provided with a monitoring device 28 . Monitoring device 28 is

TllT " Pr0dUCS— of a physiological condition ofthe patient, record the measurements, and transmit the
measurements to the patient's remote apparatus (e.g. 26 32 ,through a standard connection cable 30. The standard connection

25 ::tv°
c

rd ais° be repiaced by a™*~ r:zxamples of suitable monitoring devices include blood glucose

:zi' s:2TZ7
f

r meters - biood

p

™^ ^~
are well"nl"

" m°niC°rS
- ^ m^ring devices

Prov" d To^ T ^ SPSCifiC ^ ° f d-ice

30 For-example TV? " ^ ^ Pati^' S

meterslor ^ ^ Wlth 3 blood glucosemeters for measuring blood glucose concentrations, asthma patients

tes, obesity patients are provided with weight scales, etc.

35 FIG. 2 .hows server 1.8, workstation 20, and apparatus 26 in .

scr

a

pl

rdetail
-

S8rVer "~s database 38 for storingscript, programs 40. The script programs are executed by each

re!;i:r::°
™cate~ — - ^

40
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server 18. Database 38 is designed to store the responses 42 and

measurements 44. Database 38 further includes a look-up table

46. Table 46 contains a list of the patients to be monitored, and

for each patient, a unique patient identification code and a

respective pointer to the script program assigned to the patient.

Each remote apparatus is designed to execute assigned script

programs which it receives from server 18.

FIGS. 3-4 show the structure of each apparatus according to the

preferred embodiment. For clarity, only apparatus 26 is shown

since each apparatus of the preferred embodiment has substantially

identical structure to apparatus 26. Referring to FIG. 3,

apparatus 26 includes a housing 62. Housing 62 is sufficiently

compact to enable apparatus 26 to be hand-held and carried by a

5 patient. Apparatus 26 also includes a display 64 for displaying

queries and prompts to the patient. In the preferred embodiment,

display 64 is a liquid crystal display (LCD)

.

Four user input buttons 70A, 70B, 70C, and 70D are located

>0 adjacent display 64. The user input buttons are for entering in

apparatus 26 responses to the queries and prompts
.

In the

preferred embodiment, the user input buttons are momentary contact

push buttons. In alternative embodiments, the user input buttons

may be replaced by switches, keys, a touch sensitive display

5 screen, or any other data input device.

Three monitoring device jacks 68A, 68B, and 68C are located on a

surface of housing 62. The device jacks are for connecting

apparatus 26 to a number of monitoring devices, such as blood

30 glucose meters, respiratory flow meters, or blood pressure cuffs,

through respective connection cables (not shown) Apparatus 26

also includes a modem jack 66 for connecting apparatus 26 to a

telephone jack through a standard connection cord (not shown) .

Apparatus 26 further includes a visual indicator for visually

35 notifying the patient that he or she has unanswered queries stored

in apparatus 26. In the preferred embodiment, the visual indicator

is a light emitting diode (LED) 74. Other well known means can

also be used for signaling the patient. The output element can

also include a bell or other sound element, or a bright light or a

SUBSTITUTE SHEET ( rule 26
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flag, so as to alert the patient that the client device hasquestions or information for the patient.

Ipparatil
^ i""-**** the components ofapparatus 26 m greater detail. Apparatus 26 includes a

microprocessor 76 and a memory 80 connected to microprocessor 768

v
s preferabiy a non-voiatiie— - *EEPROM Memory 80 stores script programs received from theserver, measurements received from monitoring device 28 re.™to emeries ^ ' responsesQueries, and the patient's unique identification code

Microprocessor 76 also includes built-in read only memory (ROM)~rare

i

f

r
controiung the ope-tion -~The firmware includes a script interpreter used by

microprocessor 76 to execute the script programs. The scriptinterpreter interprets script commands which are executed by

LIT™1 SPeCiflC t6ChniqUeS ^—ting andpouting script commands in this manner are well known in ^

sL
C

n

r

d°L

r

d

OC

t

SSOr ^ ^
PrefSrably d - -mory 80 using astandard two-wire j2C interface. Microprocessor 76 is alsoconnected to user input buttons 70A-D, LED 74 a clock-

m

-Play dri.er 82. clock 84 indicates the« ^ ~ *

o microprocessor 76. For clarity of illustration, clock 84

"
shown as a separate component, but is preferably built intomicroprocessor 76. Display driver 82 operates under the controlof microprocessor 76 to display information on display 64Microprocessor 76 is preferably a plc 16C65 processQr which

T
1VerSal aSynChr°nOUS ™*™ transmitter

(UART ) 78.
for communicating with a modem 86 and a deviceinterface 90. A CMOS switch 88 under the control of

t~nSS°r ^ alternatSly<™ •« -d interface SO

Modem 86 is connected to a telephone jack 22 through modem jackModem 86 is for exchanging data with server 18 throuah

a~i:id°;
netT 2" "S ~s which

devif
°m SSrVer ^ 33 rSSPOnSeS tQ ^ies.device measurements, script identification codes, and thePatient unique identification code which modem 86 transmits to
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the server. Modem 86 is preferably a complete 28.8 K modem

(commercially available from Cermetek Microelectronics, Inc.,

Sunnyvale, CA) , although any suitable modem may be used.

Device interface 90 is connected to device jacks 68A, 68B, and

68C. Device interface 90 is for interfacing with a number of

monitoring devices, such as blood glucose meters, respiratory flow

meters, blood pressure cuffs, weight scales, or pulse rate

monitors, through device jacks 68A, 68B, and 68C. Device

interface 90 operates under the control of microprocessor 76 to

collect measurements from monitoring devices 28, and to output the

measurements to microprocessor 76 for storage in memory 80. In

the preferred embodiment, interface 90 is a standard RS232

interface. For simplicity of illustration, only one device

.5 interface is shown in FIG. 4. However, in alternative

embodiments, apparatus 26 may include multiple device interfaces

to accommodate monitoring devices which have different connection

standards.

20 Referring again to FIG. 2, server 18 includes a monitoring

application 48. Monitoring application 48 is a controlling

software application executed by server 18 to perform the various

functions described below. Application 48 includes a script

generator 50, a script assignor 52, and a report generator 54.

25 Script generator 50 is designed to generate script programs 40

from script information entered through workstation 20. The

script information is entered through a script entry screen 56.

In the preferred embodiment, script entry screen 56 is implemented

as a web page on server 18. Workstation 20 includes a web browser

3 0 for accessing the web page to enter the script information.

FIG. 5 illustrates script entry screen 56 as it appears on

workstation 20. Screen 56 includes a script name field 92 for

specifying the name of a script program to be generated. Screen

35 56 also includes entry fields 94 for entering a set of queries to

be answered by a patient. Each entry field 94 has corresponding

response choice fields 96 for entering response choices for the

query. Screen 56 further includes check boxes 98 for selecting a

desired monitoring device from which to collect measurements, such

10
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as a blood giucose meter, respiratory flow meter, or bloodpressure cuff.
mood

Screen 56 additionally includes, a connection time Held ion ,spec^ a prescribed connection time at which each

:~re script is>— * ~enV:i—

.

link to the server. The connection time is preferably selected to

--t^^ "2 for

^ information entered in screen SS SctL sell
*^^

15

20

25

s'L'pt or'
6"6

" eiri}0dimenC
'

each^ Program created by thescrape generator conforms to the standard file for™- /
systems, m the standi f i *

used, on UNIXstandard file format, each command is lisCed inthe upper case and followed by a colon. Every line in theProgram is terminated by a linefeed character and ,~ is placed on each line. The last char ^r TZ
°"

Program is a UNIX PnH nf fii u
«Ccer ln the scriptf a urax end of file character {EOF} Tabl* i okexemplarv h bh„„ - .

iaoie l shows anmpiary luting or script commands used in the preferredemboaiment of the invention.
"erred

Command

CLS

ZAP: iLEL

LED: b(LF)

DISPLAY: [charsj{LFj_

INPUT: mmmm(LF)

WAIT: (LF)

TABLE 1 - SCRIPT
. COMMANDS

Description

Clear the display.

Erase from memory the last se, of query response. rgcgriedT

Turn the LED on or off. where b is a binary digit of 0 or 1. An
argument of

1 turns on the LED. and an argument of 0 turns off the

LED.

Display the text followine the DISPLAY command

Kecord a button press. The ms represent a button mask pattern for

each of the four inpui buttons. Each m contains an "X" for

disallowed buttons or an "O" for allowed buttons. For example
INPUT: QXOXfl.Fl^ user - r-

, gherjgmg^ „ j.

Wait for any one button to be pressed, then continue executing the

11
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COLLECT: device{LF} Collect measurements from the monitoring device specified in the

COLLECT command. The user is preferably prompted to connect the

specified monitoring device to the apparatus and press a button to

NUMBER: aaaa{LF] Assign a script identification code to the script program. The script

identification code from the most recently executed NUMBER

statement is subsequendy transmitted to the server along with the

query responses and device measurements. The script identification

code identifies to the server which script program was most recently

executed bv the remote apparatus. .

DELAY: t {LF) Wait until time l specified in the DELAY command, usually the

prescribed connection time.
. . —

CONNECT: (LF) Perform a connection routine to establish a communication link to

the server, transmit the patient identification code, query responses,

device measurements, and script identification code to the server, and

receive and store a new script program. When the server instructs the

apparatus to disconnect, the script interpreter is restarted, allowing the

The script commands illustrated in Table 1 are representative of

the preferred embodiment and are not intended to limit the scope

of the invention. After consideration of the ensuing description,

5 It will be apparent to one skilled in the art many other suitable

scripting languages and sets of script commands may be used to

implement the invention.

Script generator 50 preferably stores a script program template

io which it uses to create each script program. To generate a scrxpt

program, script generator 50 inserts into the template the scrxpt

information entered in screen 56. For example. FIGS. 6A - 6B

illustrate a sample script program created by script generator 50

from the script information shown in FIG. 5.

The script program includes display commands to display the

queries and response choices entered in fields 94 and 96,

respectively. The script program also includes input commands to

receive responses to the queries. The script program further

20 includes a collect command to collect device measurements from the

monitoring device specified in check boxes 98. The script program

12
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T2i7T
scoimands to establish a subsequent

The st! "r
6" ^ ^ COnnectio" *« ^ecified in field 100The steps deluded in the script program are also shown in theflow chart of FIGS. 12A - 12B and will be discussed in the

5 operation section below.

Referring again to FIG. 2, script assignor 52 is for assigning

117 r9ramS 40 t0 PatiSntS
-

SCript—- <° areassigned m accordance with script assignment information enters
*• ^ough workstation 20. The script assignment inform"

ntered through a script assignment screen 57, which is preferablvimplemented as a web page on server 18.
Preferably

FIG. 7

15 ann

lllustrates * sample script assignment screen 57 as it~
e:r

orkstation 2o - screen 57 inciudes «-* *~ io.for selecting a script program to be assigned and check boxes 108for selecting the patients to whom the script program is to"
ZelZ'J

Creen " alS
°

inClUdSS ASSIGN SCRIPT bu"- 112 forentering the assignments. When button 112 is pressed fc
. .

"::n:;r
atM and £--~ - rr

pe

ch«!!
" P01"" « "«Pt Program selected in

« c air:
108 Each poi°ter is " *°°*-™e

110 :

se 38 - screen 57 £u"h- « *» ««„
« script 11

°C<=eS"n3 ^ SCript
«ntty ™ ^BTESCRIPT button 1M for deleting a script prog™.

,

R«n9

.

a9a
j"

C
°

-

" »™ " " «**- to
'

generate a patrent report 58 from the responses and devicemeasurements received in server „. . Patient report M U
TZ17T,

on rksc"lon 20
-

FIG - 10 sho-s p»»-
PatiLr

*" * reP°rt« " £« » 'Recced patient

rece "IT"," ' »« °* «* ^vice

rice vea f T P""nt
-

SS " " U3ti°3 °£ «recerved from the patient. Specific techniques for siting a

r.™r ,o

L
the pre£arrad is

*»

U the •

" * l0" Cha" "i^trating steps included inthe storing application execute by server 18. FIG. 11B !s a
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continuation of the flow chart of FIG. 11A. In step 202, server

18 determines if new script information has been entered through

script entry screen 56. If new script information has not been

entered, server 18 proceeds to step 206. If new script

information has been entered, server 18 proceeds to step 204.

As shown in FIG. 5, the script information includes a set of

queries, and for each of the queries, corresponding response

choices. The script information also includes a selected

monitoring device type from which to collect device measurements.

The script information further includes a prescribed connection

time for each apparatus to establish a subsequent communication

link to the server. The script information is generally entered

in server 18 by a healthcare provider, such as the patients'

physician or case manager. Of course, any person desiring to

communicate with the patients may also be granted access to server

18 to create and assign script programs. Further, it is to be

understood that the system may include any number of remote

interfaces for entering script generation and script assignment

0 information in server 18

.

In step 204, script generator 50 generates a script program from

the information entered in screen 56. The script program is

stored in database 38. Steps 202 and 204 are preferably repeated

5 to generate multiple script programs, e.g. a script program for

diabetes patients, a script program for asthma patients, etc.

Each script program corresponds to a respective one of the sets of

queries entered through script entry screen 56. Following step

204, server 18 proceeds to step 206.

30

In step 206, server 18 determines if new script assignment

information has been entered through assignment screen 57. If new

script assignment information has not been entered, server 18

proceeds to step 210. If new script assignment information has

35 been entered, server 18 proceeds to step 208. As shown in FIG. 7,

the script programs are assigned to each patient by selecting a

script program through check boxes 106, selecting the patients to

whom the selected script program is to be assigned through check

boxes 108, and pressing the ASSIGN SCRIPT button 112. When

40 button 112 is pressed, script assignor 52 creates for each patient

14
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selected in check boxes 108 a respective pointer, to the script
'™elTd in ChSCk bOXSS 106

- "— 2 ° 8
'
^« stored ln looK-up table 46 of database 38. Following step

208, server 18 proceeds to step 210.

reJteT
21

°' SSrVer " deCSrmines if «V of ^e. apparatuses are
remotely connected to server 18. Each patient to be monitored ispreferably provided with his or her own apparatus which has thePatent's unique identification code stored therein. Each patientis thus uniquely associated with a respective one of the
apparatuses, if none of the apparatuses is connected, server 18proceeds to step 220.

server 18

If an apparatus is connected, server 18 receives from theapparatus the patient's unique identification code in step 212n step 214. server 18 receives from the apparatus the query

T^ *** script identificationcode recorded during execution of a previously assigned scriptProgram. The scripn identification code identifies to server 18wnxch script program was executed by apparatus 26 to record the
1

query responses and device measurements. The responses, devicemeasurements, and script identification code are stored indatabase 38.

"
l"

"°* 18 uses the identification code to

11271
tible " "-«-«»« - "ript TO assignedto the parent. The server then retrieve, the assigned script

,™d
£rom datab"e 38

-

In SMp 21S
-— " ~7Lassigned scnpt program to the patient's apparatus through

In step 220, server 18 determines if a patient report request has

received, server is returns to step 202. If a report- request has
«or a seiected patient, server retrieves frl

ZTT «-» "spouses last receive!from the patrent, step 222, In step 224. server 18 generates andspiavs. patient report 58 on workstation 20. Ss sholn
™. report 58 inciudes the device Be.sure.ents and query responses
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last received from the patient. Following step 224, the server

returns to step 202,

FIGS. 12A - 12B illustrate the steps included in the script

program executed by apparatus 26. Before the script program is

received, apparatus 26 is initially programmed with the patient's

unique identification. code and the script interpreter used by

microprocessor 76 to execute the script program. The initial

programming may be achieved during manufacture or during an

initial connection to server 18. Following initial programming,

apparatus 26 receives from server 18 the script program assigned

to the patient associated with apparatus 26. The script program

is received by modem 86 through a first communication link and

stored in memory 80

.

15

in step 302. microprocessor 7 6 assigns a script identification

code to the script program and stores, the script identification

code in memory 80. The script identification code is subsequently

transmitted to the server along with the query responses and

20 device measurements to identify to the server which script program

was most recently executed by the apparatus. In step 304,

microprocessor 76 lights LED 74 to notify the patient that he or

she has unanswered queries stored in apparatus 26. LED 74

preferably remains lit until the queries are answered by the

25 patient. In step 306, microprocessor 76 erases from memory 80

the last set of query responses recorded.

in step 308, microprocessor 76 prompts the patient by displaying

on display 64. "ANSWER QUERIES NOW? PRESS ANY BUTTON TO START" .

30 In step 310, microprocessor 76 waits until a reply to the prompt

is received from the patient. When a reply is received,

microprocessor 76 proceeds to step 312. In step 312,

microprocessor 76 executes successive display and input commands

to display the queries and response choices on display 64 and to

3 5 receive responses .to the queries

.

FIG. 8 illustrates a sample query and its corresponding response

choices as they appear on display 64. The response choices are

positioned on display 64 such that each response choice is located

40 proximate a respective one of input buttons 70A, 70B, 70C, 70D.

16
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in the preferred embodiment, each response choice is displayedxmmecuately above a respective input button 70A-D. The patientPresses the button corresponding to his or her response
Microprocessor 76 stores each response in memory 80.

in steps 314 - 318. microprocessor 76 executes commands tocollect device measurements from a selected monitoring deviceThe scrapt program specifies the selected monitoring device fromwhich to collect the measurements, m step 314. microprocessT 76Prompt the patient to connect the selected monitoring device forexample a blood giucose meter,, to one of the device jLks Tsample prompt is shown in FIG. 9. m step 316, microprocessor 76

z?:: i

a
.

repiy to the prompt is recei-d— -
76

When a reply xa received, microprocessor 76 proceeds to step 318:~s

i°; ::^™ts UART 78 to incerface 90~

"

in seep 318, microprocessor 76 collects the devicemeasurements from monitoring device 28 through interface 90 Themeasurements are stored in memory 80.
"- The

in step 320, microprocessor 76 prompts the patient to connectapparatus 26 to telephone jack 22 so that apparatus 26 mayconnect to server 18 at the. prescribed connection time. m step322, microprocessor 76 waits. until a reply to the promot isreceived from the patient. When a reply is received
microprocessor 76 turns off LED 74 in step 324. m step 326-^processor 76 waits until it is time to connect to server' 18Accessor 76 compares the connection time specified in the

'

script program to the current time output by clock 84. when it isxme to connect, microprocessor 76 connects UART 78 to modem 86through switch 88.

In step 328, microprocessor 76 establishes a subsequent
communication link between apparatus 26 and server 18 throughmodem 86 and communication network 24. if the connection failsror any reason, microprocessor 76 repeats step 328 to get a

2TZT,
C°nneCCi0n

-
In Step 33 °< -coprocessor 76 transmitshe device measurements, query responses , script identificationcode, and patient identification code stored in memory 80 toserver 18 through the subsequent communication link. ln ster, 332microprocessor 76 receives through modem 86 a new script progri
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from server 18. The new script program is stored in memory 80 for

subsequent execution by microprocessor 76. Following step 332,

the script program ends.

One advantage of the monitoring system of the present invention is

that it allows each patient to select a convenient cime to respond

to the- queries, so that the monitoring system is not intrusive to

Che patient's schedule. A second advantage of the monitoring

system is that it incurs very low communications charges because

each remote apparatus connects to server 18 at times when

communication rates are lowest. Moreover, the cost to manufacture

each remote apparatus is very low compared to personal computers

or internet terminals, so that the monitoring system is highly

affordable.

15

A third advantage of the monitoring system is that it allows each

apparatus to be programmed remotely through script programs.

Patient surveys, connection times, display prompts, selected

monitoring devices, patient customization, and other operational

20 details of each apparatus may be easily changed by transmitting a

new script program to the apparatus. Moreover, each script

program may be easily created and assigned by remotely accessing

the" server through the Internet. Thus, the invention provides a

powerful, convenient, and inexpensive system for remotely

25 monitoring a large number of patients.

FIGS. 13 - 15 illustrate a second embodiment of the invention in

which each remotely programmable apparatus has speech recognition

and speech synthesis functionality. FIG. 13 shows .a perspective

30 view of an apparatus 27 according to the second embodiment.

Apparatus 27 includes a speaker 7.2 for audibly communicating

queries and prompts to the patient. Apparatus 27 also includes a

microphone 118 for receiving spoken responses to the queries and

prompts. Apparatus 27 may optionally include a display 64 for

35 displaying prompts to the patient, as shown in FIG. 14.

FIG. 15 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the components

of apparatus 27 in greater detail. Apparatus 27 is similar in

design to the apparatus of the preferred embodiment except that

40 apparatus 27 includes an audio processor chip 120 in place of
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microprocessor 76. Audio processor ch
-

p ^ .

g prgf
"4 chxp commercially available from Sensory Circuics Inc of 1735"

Flrst St«e<:, San Jose, .California 95112,
'

S Audio processor chip 120 has a microcontroller 122 for executinascript programs received from the server. A memory 80connected to microcontroller 122. Memory 80 stores the script™S

t;

nd 3 intSrPreter * ^"roller 122 to

cerved from monitoring device 28, responses to the queriMscript identification codes, and the patient, unigue
'

identification code. .

Audio processor chip 120 also has built in speech synthesis

digital
SPSeCh Synthesis

' ^ 120 includes adigital to analog converter «DAC, 142 and an ampli fier 144 DAC142 and amplifier 144 drive speaker 72 under the control ofmicrocontroller 122.
20

Audio processor chip 120 further has built in speech recognitionunctionaiit, lor recog„Ui„g responses spo.en into microXne

to eiectr^rs
9"313,"^ thr°U9h

°tCr°Ph°ne X" «
fourths. Preamp and gain oontrol oirouit 128 is control l.aW » automatic B,m control circuit 12,. which is in

through »ltlplm 130 ,„d aa an,log to digital converter

circuit d "
di9itSl Si9"alS 5838 th"* *

124 and enter microcontroller 122 for speech recognition.

Audio processor chip 120 also includes , RAH 138 for short te™
'

memory storage and a ROM 2.0 which stores program«d bT^"controller 122 to perform speech recognition and speech

tne current d t
^ » » Providescurrent date and time to mlcrocontroUer 122. As in che .

Preferred embodiment, apparatus 27 includes an LED 74. display

19
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driver 82, modem 86, and device interface 90, all of which are

connected to microcontroller 122.

The operation of the second embodiment is similar to the operation

5 of the preferred. embodiment except that queries, response choices,

and prompts are audibly communicated to the patient through

speaker 72 rather than being displayed to the patient on display

64. The operation of the second embodiment also differs from the

operation of the preferred embodiment in that responses to the

10 queries and prompts are received through microphone 118 rather

than through user input buttons.

The script programs of the second embodiment are similar to the

script program shown in FIGS. 6A - 6B, except that each display

15 command is replaced by a speech synthesis command and each input

command is replaced by a speech recognition command. The speech

synthesis commands are executed by microcontroller 122 to

synthesize the queries, response choices, and prompts through

speaker 72 . The speech recognition commands, are executed by

20 microcontroller 122 to recognize responses spoken into microphone

118.

For example, to ask the patient how he or she feels and record a

response, microcontroller 122 first executes a speech synthesis

25 command to synthesize through speaker 72 "How do you feel? Please

answer with one of the following responses: very bad, bad, good,

or very good." Next, microcontroller 118 executes a speech

recognition command to recognize the response spoken into

microphone 118. The recognized response is stored in memory 80

30 and subsequently transmitted to server 18. Other than the

differences described, the operation and advantages of the second

embodiment are the same as the operation and advantages of the

preferred embodiment described above.

35 Although the first and second embodiments focus on querying

individuals and collecting responses to the queries, the system of

the invention is not limited to querying applications. The system

may . also be used simply to communicate messages to the

individuals. FIGS. 16 - 19 illustrate a third embodiment in which

40 the system is used to perform this automated messaging function.

20
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in the third embodiment, each script program- contains a set ofstatements to be communicated to an individual rather than a setof querxes to be answered by the individual. Of course, it willbe apparent to one skilled in the art that the script proaram, »
5 optionally include both queries and statements.

"

The third embodiment also shows how the queries and statements maye c tomized tQ^ ^^ persQnai £
ay

scrxpt programs, much like, a standard mail merge application
Referrxng to FIG. 16, personal data relating to each individual isPreferably stored in look-up table 46 of database 38. By way of

e

e

LTL
e

d-

th

,

eT may inClUdS^ —
.

the name ofeach xndxvxdual^s physician, test results, appointment dates orany other desired data. As in the preferred embodiment, databasealso stores generic script programs 40 created by scriot
generator 50.

pc

Server 18 includes a data merge program 55 for merging the datastored in table 46 with generic script programs 40. Data mergeProgram 55 is des igned to retrieve selected data from table 46 and

L ^ d3ta int° St—tS in script programs 40thus creatxng custom script programs .41. Each custom script
program 41 contains statements which are customized to an
indxvxdual.. For example, the statements may be customized withthe xndxvidual.s.name, test results, etc. Examples of such
customxzed statements are shown in FIGS. 17 - i 8 .

The operation of the third embodiment is similar to the ooerationof the preferred embodiment except that the script programs areused to communicate messages to the individuals rather than toquery the individuals. Each message is preferably a set of
' •

statements. Referring to FIG. 19.. the statements may be enteredthe server through script entry screen 56, just like thequerxes of the preferred embodiment.

Each statement preferably includes. one or more insert commandsspecxfyxng data from table 46 to be inserted into the statement

sPecx

1

f

Se

H

t

,

C
'

0,nmandS """^ merge Pr°9ram 55 to brieve thespecxfxed data from database 38 and to insert the data into thestatement. For example, the insert commands shown in FIG 19
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instruct the data merge program to insert a physician name, an

appointment date, a patient name, and a test result into the

statements. As in the preferred embodiment, each statement may

also include one or more response choices which are entered in

fields 96.

Following entry of the statements and response choices, CREATE

SCRIPT button 102 is pressed. When button 102 is pressed, script

generator 50 generates a generic script program from the

information entered in screen 56. The generic script program is

similar to the script program shown in FIGS. 6A - 6B, except that

the display commands specify statements to be displayed rather

than queries. Further, the statements include insert commands

specifying data to be inserted into the script program. As in the

preferred embodiment, multiple script programs are preferably

generated, e.g. a generic script program for diabetes patients, a

generic script program for asthma patients, etc. The generic

script programs are stored in database 38.

Following generation of the generic script programs, server 18

receives script assignment information entered through script

assignment screen 57. As shown in FIG. 7, the script programs are

assigned by first selecting one of the generic script programs

through check boxes 106, selecting individuals through check boxes

108, and pressing the ASSIGN SCRIPT button 112. When button 112

is pressed, data merge program 55 creates a custom script program

for each individual selected in check boxes 108.

Each custom script program is preferably created by using the

selected generic script program as a template. For each

individual selected, data merge program 55 retrieves from database

38 the data specified in the insert commands. Next, data merge

program 55 inserts the data into the appropriate statements in the

generic script program to create a custom script program for the

individual. Each custom script program is stored in database 38.

As each custom script program is generated for an individual,

script assignor 52 assigns the script program to the individual.

This is preferably accomplished by creating a pointer to the

custom script program and storing the pointer with the

22
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Uni"S id6ntifiCati0n * *«. When the

receive ,
* aPParatUS t0 S?rVer 18

< —r 18"cexves from the apparatus the individual's unioue identifiedcode. Server m •

iaentxf xcatxonserver 18 uses the unique identification code to rot- •

individual's aDtara r„ ^ u
Program to theuaj- s apparatus through communication network 24.

° The apparatus receives and executes the script program The

ZTZl
° f

7 SCriPt™ " Simil- - - ^uti ndescrxbed xn the preferred embodiment, except that state™ *

,
JspUyed to the individual rather than oJies . figs ^ 18^
lustrate two sample statements as they appear on display 64^ch statement includes a response choice, preferably anacknowledgment such as "OK", After reading a statemLt themdxvxdual presses the button corresponding- to the hto proceed fn i-v,

response choiceproceed to the next statement. Alternatively, the scriotProgram may specify a period of time that each LtemenTdisplayed before proceeding to the next sta^ ^ ^
ne preferred emboaiment described above.

before
"^dual's apparatus. connect, to the serverbefore generating the custom script prog™ This i. . ,

hy creation „„,V .

This is accomplished

assigned t £ d ^ T^" ^ Progr-

Preflrrl
as previously described in the

h ^ ^ ind~' S —us connects to

for the
Pr°9ram " CreatSS 3 CUSt0in P-gram

L i u rv

;h

d

:

ai t th~ic script™ - -xdual. The custom scrxpt program is then sent to theindividual's apparatus for execution.

SUMMARY, RAMIFICATIONS, AND SCOPE

ltrlt

th

L
ab°Ve dSSCriPti0n C°ntainS^ ^"icities, these •not be construed as limitations on the scope of the
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invention but merely as illustrations of some of the presently

preferred embodiments. Many other embodiments of the invention

are possible. For example, the scripting language and script

commands shown are representative of the preferred embodiment. It

will be apparent to one skilled in the art many other scripting

languages and specific script commands may be used to implement

the invention.

Moreover, the invention is not limited to the specific

applications described. The system and method of the invention

have many other application both inside and outside the healthcare

industry. For example, pharmaceutical manufacturers may apply the

system in the clinical development and post marketing surveillance

of new drugs, using the system as an interactive, on-line

monitoring tool for collecting data on the efficacy, side effects,

and quality of life impact of the drugs. Compared to the current

use of labor intensive patient interviews, the system provides a

fast, flexible, and cost effective alternative for monitoring the

use and effects of the drugs.

The system may also be used by home healthcare companies to

enhance the service levels provided to customers, e.g. panic

systems, sleep surveillance, specific monitoring of disease

conditions, etc. Alternatively, the system may be used to monitor

5 and optimize the inventory of home stationed health supplies
.

As

an example, the system may be connected to an appropriate

measuring device to optimize timing of oxygen tank delivery to

patients with COPD.

30 The system and method of the invention also have many applications

outside the healthcare industry. For example, the system may be

used for remote education over the Internet, facilitating

educational communication with children or adult trainees who lack

access to sophisticated and expensive computer equipment. The

35 system may also be used by law enforcement officers to perform on-

line surveillance of individuals on probation or parole.

Further, the invention has numerous applications for gathering

data from remotely located devices. For example, the system may

40 be used to collect data from smart appliances, such as

24
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*Z ZullT
re"°te m<",it0rin9

°f £a=iliCi- safety

cion control and pipeline monitoring. Many other' m

thr™ e

Che SC°Pe
°
£ inVe"ti0

" Sh°U" be det^"^ n»t by
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What is claimed is:

!. » syste* for re»otely -itorin* » th°

4 b)

1 3

2 comprising:

3 "
I reTte interface „ea„s for entering in server a set

of paries to be answered by the ir.drvrdu.1
,

end

c, e rltely progr,™able apparatus for rnteractm, with the

individual . the remotely preamble apparatus herns, xn

oo^unication with the server via a co^unrcatron network

19

26

27

29

30

31

32

33

1

2

wherein the server comprises:

i) a script generating means for general . ,--=-—-

from the set of queries, the script program berng

executable by the remotely programmable apparatus to

communicate the queries to the individual, to receive

responses to the queries, and to transmit the responses

72 the remotely programmable apparatus to the server; and

ii, a database means connected to the script generating means

for storing the script program and the responses to the

and Ther^ the remotely programmable apparatus comprises:

a communication means for receiving the scr.pt progra

from the server and for transmitting the responses to the

21

22 server;

20 i> a communication means for receiving the script program

from the server and for transmitting the responses to

ii) aTer interface means for communicating the queries to

the individual and for receiving the responses to the

ill) Memory means for storing the script program and the

responses to the queries; and

iv) a processor means connected to the communxcatxon means,

~

the user interface means, and the memory means for

executing the script program to communicate the querres

to the individual, to receive the responses to the

queries, and to transmit the responses to the server.

The system of claim 1, wherein the" server ^
server having a web page for entry of the queries, and wherein

26
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5

1 3.

2

3

4

1 4.

The system of claim 1. wherein the user interface means

LttoTf
5 9 diSPlay diSPl3ying ^™ «*— inputbuttons for entering the responses.

The system of claim 1, wherein the user interface meansncludes a speech synthesis means for audibly communicatinghe guerxes to the individual and a speech recognition mealfor receiving spoken responses to the gueries.

The . system of claim 1. further comprising at least onemonxtoring device for producing measurements of a
Physiological condition of the individual and for t«n

Li:::—- » -— —
. -

—

Miag— wiiciKin cne appafurther includes device interface means connected to theProcessor means for receiving the measurements from the7

8

9

10

1 6.

2

3

4

5

6

7-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

2

3

"onitorin, aeviee
.

-

the mry mMns inciudee
» •

_

e ^asure^ts. ^ the comunicatim_ - «-n9

£°r transmitting the „,easuren,ents „ ^

s^erWh

C
°

C°UeCt - "Herein L
C°",'tlSe!! reP°" £°r ^Playing theespouses and the measures on ^ rMoce lncerfa

3

ce^
»e syste. „f claim „herei„ the comnunicac .

on^
Z se^rr

£°reStabliShi"» « £i"' co™„ic,tion to

est,M k
™ SCriPt P™5™ ««»• tor

Z^ITZ
4 SUb5eqUmt """ni""°" »"k to the server to

!^
coraettion time at which to establish the

'

subsequent communication link.

notiftat"
^ CU1

" "
herei

" aPN"C»s f»"»« Eludesnotl£lCatlon means connected to the processor means fornotify the individual that ..answered series are stored in
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4 the apparatus, wherein the notification means comprises a

5 light emitting diode or a display for displaying a prompt.

6

1 9. The system of claim 1. further comprising a plurality of

2 remotely programmable apparatuses in communication with the

3 server for remotely monitoring a corresponding plurality of

4 individuals, wherein the database means includes means for

5 storing a plurality of script programs, the remote interface

6 means includes means for entering script assignment

7 information, the server includes script assignment means

8 connected to the database means for assigning to each of the

9 plurality of individuals at least one of the plurality of

10 script programs in accordance with the script assignment

11 information, and the database means further includes means for

12 storing a list of the plurality of individuals, and for each

13 of the plurality of individuals, a respective pointer to the

14 at least one of the plurality of script programs assigned to

15 each of the plurality of individuals.

16

1 10. A method for remotely monitoring an individual, the method

2 comprising the following steps:

3 a) providing the individual with an apparatus having.:

4 i) a communication means for exchanging data with a

5 server through a communication network, wherein the

6 data includes a script program executable by the

7 apparatus to communicate queries to the individual,

3 to receive responses to the queries, and to transmit

9 the responses to the server;

10 ii) a memory means for storing the script program and the

11 responses to the queries;

12 Hi) a user interface means for communicating the queries

13 to the individual and for receiving the responses to

14 the queries; and

15 iv) a processor means connected to the communication

16 means, the user interface means, and the memory means

17 for executing the script program;

18 b) entering in the server the queries to be answered by the

19 individual;

20 c) generating the script program from the queries;

28
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21 d)

22

23 e)

24

25

26 f)

27

1 11.

2

3

4

5

1 12.

. 2

3

4

5

transiting the script program from the server to the
apparatus through the communication network;
executing the script program in the apparatus to
communicate the queries, to receive the responses, and totransmit the responses to the server; and
receiving and storing the responses in the server.

The method of claim 10. wherein the server comprises a webserver having a web page for entry of the series, and wlLin
nterneT"/" * «•^Internet and entering the queries in the web page.

The method of claim 10. wherein the apparatus further

"ILL:?
06 interfaCe t0 ^ P-essor meanstor receiving from a monitoring device measurements of aPhysiological condition of the individual, and wherein thmethod further comprises the steps of.

*

*> collecting the measurements
; Tn t'he apparatus through thedevice interface;

h)

server;

transmitting the measurements from the apparatus- to theserver; e

10 i) •receiving and storing the measurements in theserver; and .

3) reporting on a remote interface the responses and
.

measurements received in the server.

•
The method of claim 12, wherein the device interface includes-ans for interfacing with a plurality of monitoring devict

ZTT r9ram SPSCifieS 3 SelSCted m™** d-icewhich to collect the measurements, and the method further

TZZT ^ °f indiVidUal t0 theselected monitoring device to the device interface.

The method of claim 10, wherein the script program is
transmitted from the server to the apparatus through a firstcommunication link, the responses to the queries are
transmitted from the apparatus to the server through asubsequent communication link, and the script program
specifies a connection time at which to establish the
subsequent communication link.

11

12

13

i4

1 13

2

3

4

5

6

7

1 14.

2

3

4

5

6

7
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i 15. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step of

notifying the individual when unanswered queries are stored in

the apparatus, wherein the apparatus further includes a light

emitting diode connected to the processor means or a display

connected to the processor means, and the step of notifying

the individual comprises lighting the light emitting diode or

displaying a prompt on the display.

The method of claim 10, wherein the user interface means

comprises a display and input buttons, and wherein the queries

are communicated through the display and the responses are

received through the input buttons.

17 The method of claim 10, wherein the queries are communicated

to the individual through a speech synthesizer, and the

responses to the queries are received through a speech

3

4

5

6

7

8

1 16

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4 recognizer.

1 18. The method of claim 10, further comprising the steps of:

2 k) providing a plurality of individuals with a corresponding

3

4

plurality of apparatuses such that each of the individuals

is associated with a respective one of the plurality of

5 apparatuses

;

6 1) entering in the server a plurality of sets of queries;

m, generating in the server a plurality of script programs

8 such that each of the plurality of script programs

corresponds to a respective one of the plurality of sets of

10 queries;

11 n) assigning to each of the plurality of individuals at least

12 one of the plurality of script programs;

13 o) storing in the server the plurality of script programs, a

14 list of the plurality of individuals, and for each of the.

15 plurality of individuals, a respective pointer to the at

16 least one of the plurality of script programs assigned to

17 each of the plurality of individuals; and

p) transmitting to each of the plurality of apparatuses the at

19 least- one of the plurality of script programs assigned to

20 each of the plurality of individuals associated with the

21 respective plurality of apparatuses.
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22

i. 19 A system for communicating information to an individual thesystem comprising: e

3 a) a server;

b). a remote interface means connected to the server for
specifying a message to be communicated to the individual;

9

10

U
12

. 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

X

2

3

4

5

5 and

C) 3 remote1^ Programmable apparatus for communicating themessage to the individual, the remotely programmable
apparatus being networked to the server via~a communication— .. „herei„ tha setver includes a .

gener

-«t»
means for generating a script program executable by theapparatus to communicate the message to the individual- andwherern the apparatus comprises :

'
*

i) a communication means for receiving the script
program from the server;

ii) a memory means for storing the script program-x«> a user interface means for communicating the message
to the individual; and

iv) a processor means connected to the communication
means, the user interface means, and the memory meansfor executing the script program.

21 r'
61

"
° f Claim 19

'
WhSrein thS SerVSr furth- -eludes

s or

a

inTd
meanS t0 ^ —• 'orstorxng data relating to the individual, and- wherein the

^trthe
9611617"1119 mSanS inClUdeS mSanS ^-"^ th. data

« individual
Pr°9ram " CUSt0miZS ^™ -

1

1

2

3

4

1 22

2

s

T

erveT
tem

/
f

h

Claim **** ^^ prises a web

the web
rem°te int6rfaCe^ is C— tothe web server via the Internet.

The system of claim 19, wherein the user interface meanscomposes a display for displaying the message to the
xndxvidual or a speech synthesis means for audibly
communicating the message to the individual
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1 23. The system of claim 19, wherein the communication means

includes means for establishing a first communication Irnk to

the server to receive a first script program and means for

establishing a subsequent communication link to the server to

receive a new script program, and wherein the first script

program specifies a connection time at which to establish the

7 subsequent communication link.

The system of claim 19, wherein the apparatus further includes

notification means connected to the processor means for

notifying the individual that a message has been received, and

wherein the notification means comprises a light emitting

diode or a display for displaying a prompt.

8

l 24.

2

3

4
'

5

6

1 25 The system of claim 19, further comprising a plurality of

remotely programmable apparatuses networked to the server for

communicating information to a corresponding plurality of

individuals, wherein the server includes database means for

storing a plurality of script programs, the remote interface

means includes means for entering in the server script

assignment information, the server includes script assignment

means connected to the database means for assigning to each of

the plurality of individuals at least one of the plurality of :

script programs in accordance with the script assignment

information, and the database means further includes means for

storing a list of the plurality of individuals, and for each

of the plurality of individuals, a respective pointer to the

at least one of the plurality of script programs assigned to

15 each of the plurality of individuals.

'l 26. A method for communicating information to an individual,

2 comprising the steps of:

a) providing the individual with an apparatus having:

i) a communication means for exchanging data with a

server through a communication network, wherein the

data includes a script program executable by the

apparatus to communicate a message to the individual;

ii) a memory means for storing the script program;

iii) a user interface for communicating the message; and

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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iv) a processor means connected to the communication
means, the memory means, and the user interface for

13 b)

14

15 c,

16 d)

17

18

19

20

1 27.

e).

executing the script program;
entering in the server the message to be communicated tothe individual;

generating the script program in the server;
transmitting the script program from the server to the
apparatus through the communication network; and
executing the script program in the apparatus to
communicate the message to the individual.

The method of claim 26. further comprising the steps ofprior to said step d) :

P f '

.
aa,^ storing in fche server data ^^^^ ^ ^ individuai;

bb)
_

inserting the dafca infco scr
.

pt program ^
the message to the individual.

.

Zl2T °f^ 26
'
—

"—r comprises a web

TteZlT 13 enterSd in ^ SSrVer ^ ^ web pagethrough the Internet and entering the message in the web page.

29- The method of claim 26, wherein the script program is •

transmitted from the server to the apparatus through a firstcommunication link, the script program specifies a connecttime at which the apparatus is to establish a subsequent
communication link to the server, and the method furthercomprises the steps of establishing the subsequent
communication link at the specified connection time andreceiving a new script program in the apparatus through thesubsequent communication link.

* 30. The method of claim 26. further comprising the step of

-

notlfying the individual when a message been ^the apparatus, wherein the step of notifying the individual

5 ::™ring a visuai indicator
°
r

*

—
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31. The method of claim 26 , wherein the step of communicating the

message to the individual comprises displaying the message on

a display or audibly synthesizing the message through a speech

4 synthesizer.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

The method of claim 26, further comprising the steps of:
5

h) providing a plurality of individuals with a corresponding

plurality of apparatuses such that each of the plurality of

individuals is associated with a respective one of the

5 plurality of apparatuses;

i, generating in the server a plurality of script program;

j) assigning to each of the plurality of individuals at least

8 one of the plurality of script programs;

k) storing in the server the plurality of script programs, a

list of the olurality of individuals, and for each of tne

plurality of individuals, a respective pointer to the at

least one of the plurality of script programs assxgned to

each of the plurality of individuals; and

1) transmitting to each of the plurality of apparatuses the at

least one of the plurality of script programs assigned to

each of the plurality of individuals associated wxth the

n respective plurality. of apparatuses.
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